A !though most interpersonal communication in the practice of professional nursing is generated orally, there are frequent needs to convey to one's peers the products of certain thought processes. Characterizing many activities in occupational health nursing is the required completion of a set of notes in the health record descriptive of the clinical history, the physical findings, the procedures executed, and of such other actions as the recommendations made and the subsequent steps in the nursing care plan. Necessary as this kind of documentation is for a variety of medical and legal reasons, it is usually viewed as an onerous task and as one undemanding of great skills in expression.
There are, however, innumerable opportunities for the exercise of a writing capability. The editors of professional journals eagerly seek manuscripts conveying fresh knowledge, perceptive observations, or new experiences. Textbooks or monographs are needed in all of the currently emerging nursing specialties. In lesser sized formats there are the many book reviews, news items, abstracts, or editorials required by journals for greater breadth in the coverage of a nursing field. Occupational health has many excellent publications in the United States and abroad, and there are several periodicals devoted to various facets of nursing practice and research. Further, journals in medical care and the behavioral sciences would value the opportunity of reviewing sophisticated writings. An extremely popular medium has been the brochure, and great numbers ,in this style have appeared, published by professional nursing associations, relating new concepts in nursing care. Editors welcome articles from occupational health nurses, for they exercise their skills in as viable a laboratory -industry -as can be found. Work is the pacemaker of life, and experiences in the maintenance or repair of such a device must be told, must be shared, and must be recorded in perpetuity.
Indications for a Workshop
There are many reasons for holding a workshop devoted to written communication. It is hoped that some insight can be provided into the art and technology of professional writing. Contributions to the specialty literature by occupational health nurses must be encouraged, if for no other reason than to give greater visibility to this arena of skill. The nurse-written content of the journals mentioned should be increased. Although pieces prepared by physicians or paramedical specialists will always be needed, the printed thoughts of those engaged in nurse-patient confrontation and interchange are important and are necessary for the personal growth of all who are involved in health stimulation at the worksite.
Writing need not be feared. As we are all apprehensive about undertaking an activity we have never tried, a concern about beginning this form of creativity is understandable. On occasion, this fear can become almost pathologic. Several years ago, a graduate student procrastinated completing every assigned paper, so that usually the work would arrive at a late date. To satisfy a curiosity, this highly verbal and articulate dialectician-physician was asked the reason for this break in a behavior pattern styled almost exclusively by promptness and exactitude. He related the story that when he went to camp as a child, all of his letters home were saved, and, when he returned at summer's end, his English-teacher mother would bring them out and, with no expression of appreciation for the regular communication, would discuss all of the errors.Jt was only with great personal discipline that he could face the task of doing a term paper.
In a second student, writing was an unequalled tortured experience, every submittal being accompanied by great expression of self-deprecation and worthlessness. It culminated in a declaration of extreme anxiety: "I would sooner drop out of the program than face the task of doing any more writing. I cannot take it." Fear of this intensity is real and damaging. Perhaps, in the review to follow, some of Occupational Health Nursing, May 1970 ...
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this, which many persons share, can be alleviated and the energy generated at such great emotional cost can be converted to constructive imagery.
Finally, if occupational health nursing services are ever to be at a level of medical services in a delivery system," the practitioners must have skills in transmitting information. Irrespective of one's feelings about the proponents for student power or black power or any minority power, we have been presented with evidence that those groups' representatives can speak and can write -effectively, forcefully, and incisively. If these groups, up to now relatively unheard from, can articulate their feelings, their experiences, their aspirations, then a professional group likewise can put onto paper its ideas, its reactions, its beliefs.
Expressed Difficulties
Writing, in most instances, is not done spontaneously or in response to a creative urge that must be given release. Most of us have negative memories of being assigned compositions to write, of having to prepare lengthy case studies, and of penning letters in compliance with social custom. Recollections of early classroom methods bring to mind situations replete with public humiliation or condemnation for errors made in childhood efforts at written expression. With some of us, the unpleasantness of early experiences may have been submerged, and we have no under· standing of why we rebel at carrying out this communication exercise.
There are persons who feel that successful contributors to the specialty literature are members of an elite club, and who believe that it is a closed organization with special kinds of excluding entrance requirements. There is no fancied club, and there is no justification for apprehension about acceptance. Somewhat in parallel with this is the often heard comment, "I have nothing to say:' Everyone has something to say provided he remains sensitive to what he sees and does, and assembles the inputs selectively so that an intelligible, orderly retelling can result.
Another statement offered in explanation is, "Well, I've tried writing, but it isn't any good." How did one judge that it lacked merit? Wasit ever subjected to critical review by a writer? Were the good points or the weak segments brought out for discussion? Was there any encouragement to try again? Was any thought given to taking a course in either creative or technical writing? Many of us tend to denigrate our own efforts when we try something new, and drop out before we experience the pleasurable sense of accomplishment or growth.
Added to the rationalization for inactivity is the plaintive remark, "It's hard work!" Of course it's hard work.
Any writer will relate the difficulty which marks his getting started. He sharpens endless numbers of pencils, 14 arranges and rearranges his working papers, mixes another cup of coffee, checks his references and, finally, after staring at the blank paper for innumerable minutes, gets down the first paragraph. From this point on, the creative mechanism takes over, and, while the writer is not an automatic pilot, he, at least, is on course with a strong initial momentum. Creativity in its emergence can be frustrating, demanding, and enervating; but it can be exciting, satisfying, fully productive of a keen sense of accomplishment. The climax comes with the rewarding formation of wellpainted, meaningful word pictures, the final, printed product being solely of secondary worth to the writer.
Those who say they "have nothing to write about," have failed to observe what happens around them every day. Dramatic vignettes of life are unfolded, careers are altered, and families are disrupted by untoward accidental injuries and disease, and youth changes to age with the years. From this rich setting can come a freshet of writings based on operational observation. It requires only perceptive and constructive skills to convert something viewed to something documented.
It might be that most nurses have looked only at the medical content of occupational health and have shied away from translating that body of experience. If they were to observe the nursingsegment of occupational health, they would encounter episodes of nursing activity that would bear description and repetition for reading by their peers.
Lastly, there is the tired and superannuated complaint, "But, I don't have time." Nearly everyone can make time available for the things he wants to do, and if the creation of an article for the professional press is really something he deeply wishes to do, the time will be structured out of even the busiest of days. 
Case Report:
Although not so lengthy as the case study required in student days, one can report an injury or illness of a particular employee-patient which presented unusual features of etiology, course, response to treatment, or duration. Case reo ports are not the exclusive domain of the physician who writes, but should be used equally by the nurse.
Conference Report:
Because of the delay encountered in the publication of papers presented at professional society meetings, journal editors may wish to have an annual meeting summarized with the objective being an early review of the total conference for those who were unable to attend. The summary might consist of an abstract of each speaker's presentation, or it might be a single review of the total conference, with all papers fused into the one critique.
Abstract: Many professional journals have sections
devoted to abstracts of articles which have appeared in other publications, particularly those to which their readers may not have access. Members of the editorial board, or others on request, will prepare a one-to two-paragraph synopses of the articles, offering the primary theme, concept, or findings as delineated by the original authors, with a complete citation of the primary source. This precis writing is not done easily because of the constraints of editorial space, and the fear that the ideas selected for abstracting may not be those deemed of highest significance by the primary writers.
Book Review:
Books are reviewed by persons selected by the editor of a journal because of their special knowledges, and less frequently because of a lack of bias, or special critical skills. Preparing a book review challenges the writer to select the most outstanding features of a work, to point up strengths and weaknesses, and not necessarily to nitpick a publisher's effort. The summary should guide the curious would-be reader into running or walking to the nearest dealer, or abstaining from ever seeking out the volume. The preparation of such a piece provides an exercise in succinct, pithy expression which should prove helpful to those keeping in step with the current literature. House styles differ, but the citation of the book should contain all the identifying information plus the cost and the number of pages.
Editorial:
The editor of a periodical utilizes this prerogative to voice his feelings over an issue, to call attention to an event or a newsworthy person, or to mobilize opinion favorable to a particular stance of the specialty field or professional association represented by the journal. Whereas most news articles are reportorial, the editorial is steeped with opinion, and the reader consults an editorial for precisely this kind of counsel. As guest editorials are invited by nearly all publications, one can offer to write such an item if one feels keenly about the necessity for a commanding posture in a particular arena of controversy.
Letter to the Editor:
Many left-thurnbers of journals pause to read the letters-to-the-editor which have made their way successfully to the printed page. In this format, one can refute something written in an article published previously, one can substantiate certain factual material, or one can point up omissions. Frequently, sprightly humor is found in the Letters pages, and occasionally arguments of a certain issue. It is wise to limit one's production of such communications for the reading public readily tires of, or becomes suspect of, the chronic, repetitive letter writer for multiple missives lose their strength with excessive appearance. A letter submitted by one who is knowledgeable but sparing in his use of this medium is regarded as having considerable merit -a characteristic lost with overproduction.
Discussion of a Paper:
In some professional meetings, two or three persons will be invited to discuss a paper to be presented, and will be provided with copies in advance. Usually the discussion will be written before the meeting and read at the conclusion of the main presentation. In other situations, there will be extemporaneous discussion of the paper, tape-recorded for future publication with the article. Rarely are these comments long. Rebuttal is permitted, so that the "discussion" can be truly a discussion rather than the frequently encountered fulsome praise which detracts from the meat of truly contributory comments. 9. News Item: All journals carry items of news either of their -associations' members or of events germane to the specialty. Any reader can prepare such a paragraph or two and submit the material to the editor who will be most grateful for these personal topics. If one can prepare such an item in the format of a news release, it will be appreciated by the editor, but, again, these should be limited in number, for the health professional is always curious about him who must have his every doing documented for his peers. Newsworth is seen in notices of conferences, appointments, changes in professional positions, receipt of awards or grants, retirements, construction of new facilities, special studies, or election to office in career-related organizations.
All of these writings fall outside the realm of the many other media or communications which all of us prepare in the course of our professional work, such as memoranda, letters, health education pieces, reports, or minutes of meetings. Each offers opportunity to test skill in written expression, and irrespective of the brevity of the item or the sparse distribution of the document, each should be written well, should make its point, and prove of interest to the reader. Every message or piece of writing should be prepared with exactitude and care, for a writer can never be sure that it won't be forwarded for use more extant than originally planned.
The How of the Writing
First, it is imperative that one have something to say, or to contribute. On an infrequent occasion one might have to be told that he has something to share with others in his field of interest. In 1944, while in World War II service, I had the assignment of developing an occupational health program for the San Francisco Port of Embarkation. With the assistance of a splendid group of officers and enlisted personnel, a full program was created which functioned well and attracted considerable attention. A member of a visiting team of army industrial hygienists suggested that the activity be described in the professional literature. This was done, the writing serving as the first of a long series of articles in which ideas, beliefs, and experiences have been shared with one's colleagues in both this country and abroad.
To determine if there is originality in the subject to be covered by the writing, it is necessary to "search the literature," using all available indexes to the professional publications to seek out previous articles. If one's proposed contribution is merely duplicative of many coming before, it should not be written. If it is an original piece with a new supporting or confirmatory evidence of a contention offered by another, or if it updates a segment of knowledge through research or reinvestigation, then it should be prepared. To be sure that full credit is given for previous thought, one must become familiar with all the library indexes applicable to the field of inquiry, and, further, be able to find and evaluate the early writings. How far back does one's research go? This is determined by the subject, the treatment to be given in the article, the popularity or attraction of the topic, or the significance of detail or generalization in the review. The commonplace, the well known, need not be documented. Important early additions to the body of knowledge should be included, but as one commentator put it, one need not go back to the Garden of Eden in the citation of contributive writings. Judgment is needed in selection, and there must be a clear understanding of the difference between references and a bibliography. Frequently a beginning writer confuses the two, believing that everything subsumed under a subject heading should be pointed to as of importance. 16 Next, when the author feels that there is a definite need for the writing, he should prepare an outline, from which the substance of the article can emerge. This provides a structure, a logical framework for the piece, a system and direction of flow of ideas, and a sequence for all segments of thought. Few writers can assemble their data for orderly transcription to people without this kind of road map or time schedule. The outline should be reviewed several times for possible omissions. Preparatory care of this kind precludes later redoing of major portions of the article.
Getting Started
As implied previously, the most difficult step is getting the first words, or the opening thoughts, onto paper. One conjures up many beginnings, many approaches to the subject, many "clever" initial sentences. The opener must not only appeal to the reader, but must entice him on, and lead logically to the primary message to come. Much time is spent on this phase of the development.
Writers differ in setting the scene or arranging for the maximum in creativity. One old friend used to select a bottle of his favorite alcoholic beverage and then retire to the writing corner of his garage, where many productive hours would follow. Another friend, given to much philosophy in his articles, for many weeks, inscribes his thoughts on small pieces of paper, tosses them into a basket, and when he is ready to write, assembles the scraps and writes from these spread in broad display before him. And a third, given to the creation of single ideas, writes them all out in a continuum, and then with a mighty pair of scissors, cuts the pages into innumerable individual sentences for assembly into a finished article.
The distinguished medical editor and publisher, Felix Marti~Ibafiez has expressed it in this way:3 I cannot perform the physical art of writing outdoors. I have tried it everywhere. I could never do it. Once in Spain I went to Montserrat, the fabulous setting of the Holy Grail, to write some articles. It was quiet and peaceful there, but I could not write. The heroic anatomy of steel-hard rock and cobalt sky continually distracted me. I returned to Barcelona and in a single day in my own room I wrote all the articles. I must therefore write inside a room, the smaller the better. Alexandre Dumas, who had many great ideas, once said that great ideas are born in small rooms••..
The mechanics of my writing is simple. Years ago I used to write only with pen or pencil. All my books, novels, articles, and lectures in Spain were written that way. But, since thoughts move faster than the hand, I began using a typewriter.Whenever possible I still write by hand... , for communication between the brain and the hand is far more intimate, more subtle, and nothing can compete with it. . .. But when time is limited -and it is more so every day -I use a portable typewriter and type with two fingers, though two faster fingers would be hard to find. I then have what I have written retyped and I correct it once. Unfortunately, I seldom polish and repolish, as some authors do. I find it sheer agony, for such is my impatience and haste to get started on something else! I use long pads of yellow paper, for white paper tires my eyes and distracts me. Though often it takes me months to do the research on one single topic, I prefer to do it myself, because I believe that no one knows exactly what a writer wants. I have done this all my life, and now that I could have a brigade of researchers at my disposal, I still read everything myself that I can get hold of on a subject before I sit down to write. The process has been described in other writing, this time by an editor:"
Weonce knew an advertising copywnter who declared that advertising copy would not "sell" unless the first word started with "W."
Almost all of us know of a coach who isn't dressed for a game his team plays unless he is wearing the flaming scarf that he wore when he coached his first team to victory fifteen years ago.
We cherish these characters. They add a little color to our beige life, and their confidence in their superstitions somehow bolsters our self-assurance. Deep in our hearts, however, we know that you can't write a decent abstract of a medical article until you have lit and stamped out two cigarets and made a trip to the water fountain.
It is true that sometimes an abstract has to be written where no water cooler is available or when we are down to our last cigaret. But then we know we are courting trouble. If the world's work didn't have to be done by deadlines, we would seek out a more favorable time and place.
We do not have statistics to support us, but we know, and we share the knowledge with you, that when an abstract turns out less than satisfactory, the odds are 5 to 3 that the water cooler, the cigarets, or both were shortchanged.
As it has been mentioned, the first paragraph is the most challenging to formulate. The creation that follows may be of the variety that flows smoothly, and the pages will go by as did the leaves of the calendar which showed the passage of time in the older motion pictures. Other paragraphs may come with great difficulty, and there will be numerous cross-outs and restarts. The first will read easily and well, whereas the second may sound stiff, stilted, and somewhat clumsy.
The Structure of an Article I. Introduction: It is the beginning of a written piece that must capture the attention of a prospective reader. If the opening sentences fail to snare him, he will not be entrained by subsequent sections. The introduction may consist of a question, or two, or three. There may be historical reference, a surprising or little known statistic, or an expository statement. Presented initially might be an anecdotal recollection, a dramatic illustration, or even a bit of philosophy. Whatever the chosen device to open the article, it should be punchy, strong and brief.
Quince" offered this comment regarding the primary paragraph: "Beginnings need that flash of genius which you cannot conjure up to order ... " A mechanism seeing considerable usage by the British is the inclusion of a quotation -as has been done with this discourse -which in a slightly subtle ... Occupational Health Nursing, May 1970 or tangential fashion presents the essence of the entire paper to follow. The material quoted must be germane, and must relate cleverly, possibly in a manner not too immediately discernible. Thoughts of this type are not readily found and frequently an author undertakes a long search for statements meeting all these criteria. One who seeks a pithy opening sentence should not feel frustrated if the hunt lasts one or two hours, for frequently the longer the perusal of appropriateness the more enjoyable will the find be to the reader.
Review of Literature:
As indicated previously, the literature review represents the critical assembly of the most contemporary writings on the subject, unless an historical perspective is needed which will require a longer look at the past. The only challenge in citing a number of authors to give credit for prior contributions is in the choice of alternative descriptive verbs. One cannot say, "Smith and Dale noted that ...," to be followed immediately by "Black and Blue noted that ... " There must be variation, for example, "Now and Then observed that ;" "Up, Up, and Away have suggested that ;" "Burns and Allen have stated that ...;" or "Fuss and Feathers have reviewed the subject and concluded that ..." Not only should the predicates be changed, but sentences can be turned about so that monotony of expression is avoided.
In presenting previous work, a/ways seek out the original writing if it is at all obtainable. One should never accept a secondary source -a citation, an abstract, a quotation, or a condensation -unless the first document is in a language which no one locally can translate, or is not available because of the extremely limited distribution of certain foreign journals.
The outstanding example of the kind of trap into which an author can fall is that of the article originally entitled O.Uplavici (on dysentery -Preliminary Communication), b}: Jaroslav Hlava, The article was written in Czech (Bohemian). Later, an abstract was written, and the title appeared where the author's name usually was seen. It appeared in this way: O. Uplavici (n Dysentery). For some 50 years subsequently one encountered these erroneous references to the original: "Uplavici now makes the interesting statement that ...," or "Up to this time, Uplavici considered dysentery to be a mycotic disease." Further, there appeared down the years two personal communications from this non-existent author. The need to check all references with extreme care cannot be stressed sufficiently.* In a slightly comparable vein, one cannot use such a term as Caisson's Disease as though it were an eponym, used in honor of a supposed person named Caisson.
Errors of this nature cannot be perpetuated except by the careless, unsophisticated writer.
Publications like Reader's Digest, excellent though they might be, should not be used as primary sources for, in most instances, the articles are condensations, a generation removed from the original writing, possibly with some editorial changes or additions included. One must go to the source in the scholarly journal from which the new version was coined. If an abstract must be used as a last resort because the original is unobtainable, or no local translation skills exist, the writer must indicate that the reference cited is an abstract.
When "covering" the literature for an introductory review in a piece one is writing, as mentioned previously, one need not review the world's total body of publication. Usually a search of the publications of the previous ten years will suffice, or possibly of the writings post-World War II, as determined by relevance.
Body or Content:
It is here that the story is told.
Let the meat of the article carry one's natural style, one's characteristic way of saying things, unless one's writing format is so immature or obtuse that it needs altering. An author can usually be identified by one familiar with his style, even though the paper remains unidentified. Some years ago when we had a work evaluation clinic in operation, there was the instant opportunity to read clinical descriptions by many participating physicians. One of the group always could be recognized in reading his write-ups for his patients always had pterygiathey were never without them. His eyes were so afflicted, so the condition was projected onto all of his examinees.
When reading critiques or term papers submitted during a year or two of graduate work, one can soon characterize the writing without great difficulty. N.'s papers were always complimentary -there was little that wasn't good in what he was reviewing. F. prepared his submissions by dictating in a rapid manner, with the product's coming out as an easily read, flowing piece of writing. G.'s docu-"The most complete retelling of the Uplavici saga appears in Stilwell. G. G.: Amebiasis: Its early history. Gastroenterology 28:606·622 (Apr) 1955. 18 ments consistently were restrained, as though they were written with the author garbed in white tie and tails. K.'s were warm and human; those of O. were strictly of the no-nonsense school, with all the meat, but with no parsley on the platter or panties on the lamb chops. In all writing, fictional or technical, one's personality will come through. Great care should be exercised so that one's emotional difficulties are not placed on view -do not criticize other authors. If one must, it can be done with polite euphemisms, to clothe the chiding. None is so perfect that one's boorishness may not lead to a return of comparable heat in print.
One should read the style of others. Check out the British general medical or specialty journals and read any of the articles for style and expression, not necessarily for content. The writing is beautifully done, often with references to quotations from the body of great literature (non-technical). Note singularly constructed phrases and use them when appropriate. Copy the tricks of expression of others, all the time avoiding the trite, the obvious, the time-worn word turning that will lose the reader. It is ancient counsel that perfection comes only from practice, but repetitive trials are needed for the acquisition of skill in creating written communications.
Dr. William Bean, noted for his fine prose, has put it well when he discussed faults in writing:" A recurring side-effect of reading many manuscripts is the realization that the majority of people writing for medical journals have no notion of form or style. None whatever. They use language as a blind man uses a shillelagh, striking out wildly but often to little or no purpose. Whether it is inherent in the nature of people in our society or their education, a remarkable degree of word and style blindness prevails. Writers don't think or work to make writing a pleasure and a job. This lack of sensitivity is excused by the writer when he is criticized. He says that though his work is not elegant, as long as his meaning gets over, he does not care. Right here his argument falls apart. What he has written may be clear to him, since he believes he knows what he is talking about; but it is clear to no one else.
In the body of the article ideas should be developed sequentially to build to a thought, a belief, a premise. Even in this building, one can still cite others without swerving roughly off track. Interspersed in the subject content there can be placed verbatim statements of patients or research subjects for often these are colorful and heady and much to the point. Humor need not be eliminated merely because the writing is in a scientific field. This was underscored not too long ago by Reece 7 when he wrote of Dr. Joseph Garland, recent editor of the New England Journal ofMedicine, who, in an editorial entitled "Wordmanship, No Less," showed his wit. He was on the subject of the uses and abuses of the suffix "ship," particularly as an addition to the word "relation." Garland closed in this way:
The case in favor of relation and against relationship except in a restricted sense having thus been clearly presented and incontrovertibly proved, it may be pertinent to recall a luncheon table conversation about the sinking of the Titanic that took place in the Harvard Club of Boston, on the anniversary of that melancholy event. "I had reo lations on the Titanic," a discussant modestly admitted. "With whom?" was the spontaneous interrogation of his fellow Harvardmen, striving for their own scholarly version of one-upmanship Humor can be used, but must be pertinent, and must be brought in unfittingly.
Lastly, one should be generous in the use of section headings to break up long content. These dividers are needed for reader retention and frequently their construction is difficult for the novice who seems either unwilling or unskilled in distilling off a single, brief phrase or clause descriptive of the many inches of print to follow. 4. Comment or Discussion: As one of the terminal sections of a paper, it is in this segment that one discusses the meaning or significance of the findings accruing from the study, or the presentation of data, or the relating of experiences. One reviews the hypothesis or initial premise, and correlates the reo sults of observations with early contentions or traditional concepts; or one confirms previously ex. pressed truths; or presents a new statement; or controverts long-held ideas, now found lacking in substance.
The discussion permits one to propose explanations for observed phenomena, or to state that the body of knowledge is still incomplete in the area described. There is opportunity for descriptive musings which in a more structured portion of the paper would be ill-placed. A sense ofopen-endedness pervades this segment of the writing and allows certain freedom between author and reader. It is a place for getting away from a straightforward delineation of the subject into interesting sidelights, or even to a comparison of one's own views with those of others.
Summary (or Summary and Conclusions): This is
the site frequently of the most useless writing. One
Occupational Health Nursing, May 1970 must avoid the summary which tells the reader nothing, e.g., "The literature has been reviewed. The problem has been related. The characteristics of the program have been outlined. The difficulties of executing such a program have been described in detail. The positive values of the undertaking have been emphasized. Recommendations have been made!" Such a summary adds no information. It must be remembered that most professional persons leftthumb a journal and read the summaries first. Therefore, in extremely succinct form, one should tell what was done, or described, or recast in new thought. It boils the entire writing down to three 10 six linear column inches, or about 90 to 150 words. One uses nouns and verbs, and shies from an oversprinklingof adjectivesor adverbs.
This section, as indicated by the section heading, may also weave in the conclusions of the writer, the doubling of content may be more fitting in the shorter article. 6. Conclusions: Here, apart from the references, is the final portion of the paper. It may consist of a single strong sentence. It is brief. It provides the inferences which can be made from the work. One can mix, as stated previously, two sets of statements -the summary and the conclusions, if there is not too much material to summarize or if the writing presents little for a freestanding conclusion. All writers know that editors lift out good summaries and conclusions for abstract journals, and thus one prepares the article at the time of writing for the maximal "mileage" or readership.
